
Exams. Period. 
Exams shouldn’t be a test of period poverty or a measure of menstrual taboos.

Chella Quint for #periodpositive

If you unexpectedly start your period in the middle of an exam, it can be very hard to 
concentrate, and it happens more often than you’d think. Pupils are not allowed to 
take bags to the toilet, and may not have a pad or tampon with them anyway. 

So add some menstrual products to your exam invigilation kits, and make sure 
the invigilators know the score.

That cardboard box of stuff at the front of the room to help pupils through shouldn’t 
just contain spare pens, pencils, calculators and protractors. There need to be  
disposable menstrual products in there, they need to go in the toilets nearest the 
exam hall at the start of each exam and be replenished before each exam, and pupils 
need to know about it. 

This is a small change that can have a big impact on concentration and confidence 
at an important moment that can shape a young person’s future. Knowing staff are  
supportive and open to talking about menstruation can prove invaluable. When one 
pupil in my PSHE class actually had a negative experience around menstruation  
during a GCSE exam, she came and told me all about it. 

“Miss! I got my period in the exam and I didn’t have anything. I was more  
focused on my period than I was on the exam questions!” 

In focus groups for my Master’s research here in Sheffield, pupils told me they wanted 
a symbol that would show them it was ok to talk about menstruation at that school, 
or with that member of staff. So I created the #periodpositive symbol, and began  
developing the #periodpositive Schools Charter, to develop this idea and support 
schools to develop long-term solutions to period poverty. 

Period poverty is not just linked to financial poverty.

It’s also a poverty of knowledge and confidence. The #periodpositive project is  
dedicated to ensuring schools do everything they can to challenge menstrual  
taboos, including making small but important changes to the school environment and  
encouraging staff to reflect on their own attitudes to menstruation and how these are 
shared, deliberately and unintentionally, with pupils.  



How to support the Exams. Period. Campaign: 

1. Collect pads and tampons of different brands, absorbencies, sizes and styles.  
Donated products are available from #periodpositive and other organisations. Get in 
touch to arrange to have some dropped off. 

2. Ensure your exams coordinator disseminates products, information sheets and  
instructions to exam invigilators, and updates new staff. 

3. Identify the toilets nearest the exam hall. Put products in an accessible and visible 
space. 

4. Let pupils know they’re there by displaying #periodpositive Schools Charter posters 
provided in the exam hall and on toilet doors. 

Notes:

Avoid using the words ‘sanitary’ or ‘hygiene’ and simply say ‘menstrual products’  
instead. This is a valuable change that challenges the use of out-dated euphemisms. 

Make sure products are in accessible/gender neutral toilets as well, and if you have 
trans pupils who menstruate but use the boys’ toilets, support them by ensuring  
menstrual products and bins are available there too. 

If you would like your school to pilot the #periodpositive Schools Charter mark, please 
get in touch at www.periodpositive.com.

For more information about best practice menstruation education, check out the  
menstruation section of the Student Wellbeing Resource from Learn Sheffield.

Poster for display in school and suggested social media messages follow.

http://www.learnsheffield.co.uk/Partnerships/Healthy-Minds?id=swr&pid=downloads


This is a 
#periodpositive school.
Disposable menstrual 

products are available in 
the toilets nearest the

exam hall.

www.periodpositive.com
@periodpositive



Social media assets for sharing:

Suggested tweets: Our school is ensuring there are disposable menstrual products 
available in the toilets nearest GCSE exam rooms and displaying the  
@periodpositive symbol. Let’s end #periodpoverty together. 
#periodpoverty #periodpositive #freeperiods

Our school is working with @periodpositive to make sure pupils can focus on  
exams. Period. Let’s take steps to end #periodpoverty together. #periodpoverty 
#periodpositive #freeperiods

Suggested Instagram posts: Our school is ensuring there are disposable menstru-
al products available in the toilets nearest GCSE exam rooms and displaying the  
@period_positive symbol. Let’s end #periodpoverty together.  
#periodpoverty #periodpositive #freeperiods #menstruationmatters

Our school is working with @period_positive to make sure pupils can focus on ex-
ams. Period. Let’s take steps to end #periodpoverty together. 
#periodpositive #freeperiods #menstruationmatters

Facebook posts can link to facebook/periodpositive and tag #periodpositive.
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